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Harris and Hayes’ expertise lies in identifying early shifts and 
developments in global food and beverage culture, as well as 
the cultural and social behaviours behind them. 

Our Trendscape service equips you with a bespoke future 
forecasting framework, which identifies the most relevant 
emerging signals and trends and how you can transform them 
into new business opportunities.

Past clients include Diageo, Innocent, Unilever, M&S, Costa, 
Vandemoortele and Sainsbury’s, with press interviews in The 
Grocer, The Times, and The Guardian.

www.thefoodconsultants.org

Taste the future

https://www.thefoodconsultants.org/examples-of-work


Our approach

CONTEXTUALISE

Work with industry experts, chefs, sommeliers 
and nutritionists to explore emerging ingredients, 
culinary techniques and consumer demands. 
Attend industry events and trade shows to meet 
innovators, producers and manufacturers. 

IDENTIFY 

Collect comprehensive food and drink signals 
from proprietary research, insight platforms, and 
all forms of media. Correlated with cultural, social 
and economic shifts likely to shape these signals 
and future trends. 

BUILD

Create a unique Harris and 
Hayes Directional 
Framework with targeted 
macro trends. 

Bespoke report includes real 
world examples that point 
towards this future with key 
expressions, products and 
real world examples 

ACTIVATE

Develop collaborative workshops, 
webinars and presentations that 
activate the directional framework 
and macro trends within the client’s 
ongoing strategy.

TRACK

Monitor ongoing trends and cultural 
shifts. Track changes in purchasing 
behaviour, restaurants, and all social 
media, as well as pioneering tech and 
sustainability innovation. 



Trendscape 
2024

Dynamic report that asserts 
your authority as a category 

leader in food and drink 
forecasting. 

Collaborative 
Workshop

An immersive exploration of 
the Trendscape framework, 
and its application to your 

business strategy.

Ongoing 
Consultancy

Support client as they 
execute Trendscape 

findings at a category and 
cross-business level.
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How it works for you



Phase 1: Trendscape 2024 
Objective: Assert your authority in food and drink, and scope out the most 
exciting trends relevant to your business.

Deliverable: A dynamic and informative directional framework including:

● A strategic breakdown of Trendscape macro trends.

● The relevant cultural drivers and contextual shifts.

● Key sub-trends within each macro trend.

● Product, concept and industry examples illustrating where it’s 
showing up best.

● Future predictions demonstrating where these innovations sit on a 
Trend Curve and how they intersect with your business.

● The flavours, cuisines and ingredients linking back to each trend.



Phase 2: Collaborative Workshop 
Objective: Introduce your team to Trendscape findings, challenge your NPD and 
innovation pipelines, and ideate most relevant workstreams.

Deliverable: An immersive workshop, webinar or presentation of the Trendscape 
directional framework and its application to your business. Depending on the scale of 
workshop, it could include: 

● A collaborative pre-planning session to agree agenda, structure the event and 
ensure it meets your internal objectives.

● An engaging presentation of your bespoke Trendscape framework, through 
skilful immersion and ideation activities and a range of medium including 
expert videos, tastings and visual expressions.

● Expert facilitation 
● Follow-up materials and outputs, organised into category workstreams and 

action points.



Harris and Hayes flavour trends tour are a powerful tool to accelerate 
creative strategic thinking. A bespoke city tour immerses your team in 
the lived experience of flavours and formats to revitalise and expand 
their approach.

We have conducted tours in London, Milan, Paris and New York, 
introducing our clients to the most inspiring chefs, concepts and 
products on the market. Each tour location embodies a core pillar of 
the Trendscape framework, including exclusive conversations with 
gamechangers and industry challengers.

We would propose interspersing a collaborative workshop with a 
half-day tour across two days in a city of your choice:

Day 1: Introduce Trendscape report and half-day tour
Day 2: Trendscape ideation workshop

Nothing tastes better than trends in action 



Phase 3: Ongoing consultancy 
Objective: Support client as they execute Trendscape findings at a category 
and cross-business level.

Deliverables: We would work on a project or retainer basis to:
● Inform near-to-far concept mapping, product development plans 

and workstreams
● Train marketing and other teams in Trendscape findings.

● Develop Trendscape communication campaign, including creating 
engaging cross-platform content for social media and online 
platforms.

● Support putting Trendscape findings into bespoke quant research.

● Provide quarterly or biannual updates to the Trendscape framework, 
including signals or expressions of the trends as they emerge. 

● Facilitate collaborations with changemakers, entrepreneurs and 
masters of flavour to continually push expectations and NPD.



Case 
studies



NPD workshop for Bailey’s (Diageo)
Client: Diageo (Global)
Project: Supplied trends and insights across the chocolate, 
dessert, cocktail and ice cream categories. Developed stimulus 
and ran a successful session for a Baileys NPD ideation 
workshop.

https://www.diageo.com/en


Client: Canvas8 (Global)
Project: Supporting Canvas8 as external industry insight consultants 
since 2020. We write detailed trend reports on category and consumer 
trends, and provide expert interviews across the platform.

https://www.canvas8.com


NPD workshop for Bailey’s (Diageo)
Client: Vandemoortele (Europe)
Project: We’ve hosted the Board and Executive teams in Milan, 
London and Paris for ‘The Future of Bread and Bakery’ trends 
symposiums and safaris. Organised food tours, guest panels 
with expert speakers and tasting sessions as part of their 
innovation pipeline.

https://vandemoortele.com/en


NPD workshop for Bailey’s (Diageo)
Client: SNOG (UK)
Project: Revitalised Beltane & Pop ice-cream menu with 
innovative overarching concepts and flavour pairing strategy. 
Developed individual sundaes which were rolled out across 
Westfield store.

https://www.ifancyasnog.com


NPD workshop for Bailey’s (Diageo)
Client: Ardo (Europe)
Project: We hosted Ardo family shareholders for a London safari 
and expert session focused on future opportunities in produce. 
Including a bespoke trends report, food tours and expert panel 
session.

Further examples of work can be found here.

https://ardo.com/en
https://www.thefoodconsultants.org/examples-of-work


Get in touch

To find out more about about Trendscape or 
discuss upcoming projects

hello@harrisandhayes.com

www.thefoodconsultants.org

mailto:hello@harrisandhayes.com

